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INTRODUCTION

We set out to create a line of elements that talk a 
minimalistic language, are bold, established - yet
appeal to the basic instincts within all of us, using 
materials that evoke an emotional response in the 
beholder. Lights that present slim, ethereal outlines,
and feature traditional materials alongside cutting-
edge technical solutions. 

During the design phase, we always kept one thought
in mind - always strive to give optimal solutions for 
the spaces while delivering artistic beauty. Create 
elements that withstand the test of time, assuming 
shapes that have fundamental meanings in our
minds, and bear unquestionable functionality. 

We invite you on a tour through this segment of the
minds of our creators.

Lights on!
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Dé

The new versatile wall lamp of Inarchi. It gives the 
possibility to transform a simple surface into a 
contemporary light graphics.
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Dé  sizes in cm L W H

 15        15         3
 30        30         3

Single mounted wall light. Available in white or black 
lacquered finish.
Light source: 2700K, LED incl.
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LIGHT BEAM CIRCLE

Light Beam Circle consist of two 8 mm thin marble rings. 
Spreading both direct light and gentle glow through its 
body, it adds the majesty of marble in a unique way into 
your interior.



Light Beam Circle  sizes in cm D H

 60         5   
 80         5   

Cut from a single block of Carrara marble with frosted 
glass diffuser.
Light source: 2700K, LED incl.
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LIGHT BEAM Y

With ground-breaking technology, we have accomplished 
the impossible, presenting unprecedented use of marble. 
Cut out from a single 50 mm thin Carrara marble slab 
into a 8 mm thin continuous contour. Light Beam Y is a 
masterpiece of lighting creation.



Light Beam Y  sizes in cm L W H

 63        46         5   
 104        52         5   

Cut from a single block of Carrara marble with frosted 
glass diffuser.
Light source: 2700K, LED incl.







RAY

Its geometrical contrasts of light and shadow, this 
interior wall luminaire yields an impressively sculptural 
appearance.






